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ABSTRACTWe propose a non-standard semantis for Alternating-timeTemporal Logi with inomplete information, for whih noommonly aepted semantis has been proposed yet. In oursemantis, formulae are interpreted over sets of states ratherthan single states. We also propose a new epistemi opera-tor for �onstrutive� knowledge, and we show that the newlanguage is stritly more expressive than existing solutions,while retaining the same model heking omplexity.
Categories and Subject DescriptorsI.2.11 [Arti�ial Intelligene℄: Distributed Arti�ial In-telligeneMultiagent Systems; I.2.4 [Arti�ial Intelligene℄:Knowledge Representation Formalisms and Methods�Modallogi
General TermsTheory
KeywordsAlternating-time Temporal Logi, strategi ability, inom-plete information, epistemi logi
1. INTRODUCTIONAtl [1℄ is probably the most important logi of strategiability that has emerged in reent years. A ombination ofatl and epistemi logi, alled atel, was introdued in [9℄to enable reasoning about agents ating under inompleteinformation. Still, it has been pointed out in several plaesthat the meaning of atel formulae is somewhat ounterintu-itive. A number of atel updates were proposed to overomethis problem [3, 5, 8, 6, 10, 2℄, yet none of them seems theultimate de�nitive solution. Our aim is to ome up with alogi of ability under inomplete information whih is bothgeneral and elegant.In this paper, we propose a non-standard semantis forthe logi of strategi ability and inomplete information. In
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the semantis, formulae are interpreted over sets of statesrather than single states. This re�ets the intuition that the�onstrutive� ability to enfore ϕ means that the agents inquestion have a single strategy that brings about ϕ for allpossible initial situations � and not that a suessful strat-egy exists for eah initial situation (beause those ould bedi�erent strategies for di�erent situations). To do it in a �ex-ible and general way, the type of the satisfation relation inour proposal fores one to speify the set of initial states ex-pliitly. In onsequene, we write M ,Q |= 〈〈A〉〉ϕ to expressthe fat that A must have a strategy whih is suessful forall states in Q . We also propose a new epistemi operatorfor �pratial� or �onstrutive� knowledge that yields theset of states for whih a single evidene (i.e., a suessfulstrategy) should be presented (instead of heking if the re-quired property holds in eah of the states separately, likestandard epistemi operators do).
2. WHAT AGENTS CAN ACHIEVEIn this setion, we present a very brief overview of atland its extensions for agents with inomplete information.Alternating-time Temporal Logi. Atl [1℄ an be under-stood as a generalization of the branhing time temporallogi tl, in whih path quanti�ers are replaed with soalled ooperation modalities. Formula 〈〈A〉〉ϕ, where A is aoalition of agents, expresses that A have a olletive strat-egy to enfore ϕ. Atl formulae inlude temporal operators:� f� (�in the next state�), 2 (�always from now on�) and
U (�until�). The semantis an be de�ned using onurrentgame strutures, eah inluding a set of agents Agt, states
St , ations Act , and atomi propositions Π, plus a valuation
π : St → P(Π). Funtion d : Agt × St → P(Act) de�nesations available to an agent in a state, and o is a transitionfuntion that assigns the outome state q ′ = o(q , α1, . . . , αk )to state q and a tuple of ations 〈α1, . . . , αk 〉 that an be ex-euted by Agt in q . A strategy sa : St → Act is a onditionalplan that spei�es what a ∈ Agt is going to do for every pos-sible situation. A olletive strategy SA is a tuple of strate-gies, one per agent from A ⊆ Agt. A path Λ in model M isan in�nite sequene of states that an be e�eted by subse-quent transitions. Funtion out(q , SA) returns the set of allpaths that may result from agents A exeuting strategy SAfrom state q onward. Informally speaking, M , q |= 〈〈A〉〉ϕ i�there is a olletive strategy SA suh that ϕ holds for every
Λ ∈ out(q , SA).Alternating-time Temporal Epistemi Logi. Atel [9℄ addsto atl operators for representing agents' knowledge: Kaϕ



reads as �agent a knows that ϕ�. Additional operators EAϕ,
CAϕ, and DAϕ refer to �everybody knows�, ommon knowl-edge, and distributed knowledge among the agents from A.Models for atel extend onurrent game strutures withindistinguishability relations ∼1, ...,∼k⊆ Q × Q (one peragent) for modeling agents' unertainty. Then: M , q |= Kaϕi� ϕ holds for every q ′ suh that q ∼a q ′.Relations ∼E

A, ∼C
A and ∼D

A , used to model group epis-temis, are derived from the individual relations of agentsfrom A. First, ∼E
A is the union of relations ∼a , a ∈ A. Next,

∼C
A is de�ned as the transitive losure of ∼E

A. Finally, ∼D
A isthe intersetion of all the ∼a , a ∈ A. Then, for K = C ,E ,D :

M , q |= KAϕ i� ϕ holds for every q ′ suh that q ∼K
A q ′.Problems with Atel. It has been pointed out in severalplaes that the meaning of atel formulae is somewhat oun-terintuitive [3, 5, 6℄. Most importantly, one would expetthat an agent's ability to ahieve ϕ should imply that theagent has enough ontrol and knowledge to identify and ex-eute a strategy that enfores ϕ. This problem is losely re-lated to the distintion between knowledge de re and knowl-edge de dito, well known in the philosophy of language [7℄.Several variations on �atlwith inomplete information� havebeen proposed, yet none of them seems de�nitive. We sum-marize the most important proposals below.Atlir . In the logi of atlir [8℄, ooperation modalities arepresented with a subsript: 〈〈A〉〉ir to indiate that they ad-dress agents with imperfet information and reall. Agentsare required to use uniform strategies, i.e. ones that speifythe same hoies in indistinguishable states (if q ∼a q ′ then

sa(q) = sa(q ′)). Formula 〈〈A〉〉irϕ holds in M , q i� there isa uniform olletive strategy SA suh that, for every a ∈ A,
q ′ suh that q ∼a q ′, and path Λ ∈ out(q ′,SA), we havethat ϕ is true for Λ. In other words, there is a strategy suhthat everybody in A knows that exeuting this strategy willbring about ϕ. Note that it is not possible to express that
A have ommon knowledge about the suessful strategy, orthat they an identify it if they share their knowledge et.Alternating-time Observational Temporal Logi. Atol, pro-posed independently in [5℄, follows the same perspetive asatlir . However, it inludes also epistemi modalities in theobjet language (like atel), and it o�ers a riher language ofstrategi operators to express subtle di�erenes between var-ious kinds of olletive abilities. The reading of 〈〈A〉〉K(Γ)ϕis: �group A has a (memoryless uniform) strategy to enfore
ϕ, and agents Γ an identify the strategy as suessful for
A in the epistemi sense K�. That is, M , q |= 〈〈A〉〉K(Γ)ϕ i�there is SA for every a ∈ A, q ′ suh that q ∼K

Γ q ′, and path
Λ ∈ out(q ′,SA), we have that ϕ is true for Λ. We observethat model heking atlir and atol is NP-omplete in thesize of the model and the formula [8, 4, 5℄.�Feasible Atel�. The update of atel from [6℄ extendsatel with new modalities: 〈〈A〉〉f , 〈〈A〉〉fE , 〈〈A〉〉fC , 〈〈A〉〉fKaand 〈〈A〉〉fMa

, very similar to the ones of atol. The NP-ompleteness result arries over to �Feasible atel� (it sub-sumes atlir and an be seen as a subset of atol).Other Approahes. Epistemi Temporal Strategi Logi [10℄fouses on the onept of undominated strategies; in a way,
〈〈A〉〉ϕ in etsl an be summarized as: �if A play rationally toahieve ϕ (meaning: they never play a dominated strategy),they will ahieve ϕ�. Another, very reent proposal [2℄ ap-

proahes the problem of strategi abilities within the frame-work of stit (the logi of seeing to it that). We do notdisuss these proposals further here due to lak of spae.In the original formulation of atl, agents were assumed tohave perfet reall of the game, in the sense that they ouldbase their deisions on sequenes of states rather than sin-gle states. Variants of atl for perfet reall and inompleteinformation inlude atliR [8℄ and atel-r* [5℄. However, asagents seldom have unlimited memory, and logis of strate-gi ability with inomplete information and perfet reallare believed to have undeidable model heking [1, 8℄, wedo not investigate this kind of ability here.
3. NEW SEMANTICS FOR ABILITY AND

KNOWLEDGEAtol overs more ases than atlir and �Feasible atel�,and it is not ommitted to any notion of rationality (unlikeetsl). One major drawbak of atol is that it vastly in-reases the number of modal operators neessary to expressproperties of agents. For team A, a whole family of oop-eration modalities 〈〈A〉〉K(Γ) is used to speify who shouldidentify the right strategy for A, in what way et. It wouldbe muh more elegant to modify the semantis of �simple�ooperation modalities 〈〈A〉〉 and/or epistemi operators, sothat they an be omposed into su�iently expressive for-mulae. However, the property of a strategy being suessful(under inomplete information) with respet to goal ϕ is notloal to the urrent state; the same strategy must be su-essful in all possible �opening� states. In order to apturethis feature of strategi ability, we hange the type of thesatisfation relation |=, and de�ne what it means for a for-mula ϕ to be satis�ed in a set of states Q ⊆ St of model
M . To our best knowledge, nobody has used this kind of se-mantis yet. Moreover, we extend the language of atel withunary �onstrutive knowledge� operators Ka , one for eahagent a, that yield the set of states, indistinguishable fromthe urrent state from a's perspetive. Construtive om-mon, �everybody's� and distributed knowledge is formalizedvia operators CA,EA, and DA.
3.1 Language and SemanticsThe language is de�ned formally as follows:
ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | ∼ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | 〈〈A〉〉 fϕ | 〈〈A〉〉2ϕ | 〈〈A〉〉ϕU ϕ |

CAϕ | EAϕ | DAϕ | CAϕ | EAϕ | DAϕ.The models are onurrent epistemi game strutures again,and we onsider only memoryless uniform strategies. Now,we de�ne the notion of a formula ϕ being satis�ed by aset of states Q in a model M , written M ,Q |= ϕ. Wewill also write M , q |= ϕ as a shorthand for M , {q} |= ϕ.Let img(q ,R) be the image of state q with respet to rela-tion R, i.e. the set of all states q ′ suh that qRq ′. More-over, we use out(Q , SA) as a shorthand for ∪q∈Qout(q ,SA),and img(Q ,R) as a shorthand for ∪q∈Q img(q ,R). The newsemantis is given through the lauses below. Individualknowledge operators an be derived as: Kaϕ ≡ C{a}ϕ and
Kaϕ ≡ C{a}ϕ.
M ,Q |= p i� p ∈ π(q) for every q ∈ Q ;
M ,Q |= ¬ϕ i� M ,Q 6|= ϕ;
M ,Q |=∼ϕ i� M , q 6|= ϕ for every q ∈ Q ;
M ,Q |= ϕ ∧ ψ i� M ,Q |= ϕ and M ,Q |= ψ;



M ,Q |= 〈〈A〉〉 fϕ i� there exists SA suh that, for every
Λ ∈ out(Q , SA), we have that M , {Λ[1]} |= ϕ;1

M ,Q |= 〈〈A〉〉2ϕ i� there exists SA suh that, for every
Λ ∈ out(Q , SA) and i ≥ 0, we have M , {Λ[i ]} |= ϕ;

M ,Q |= 〈〈A〉〉ϕU ψ i� there exists SA suh that, for every
Λ ∈ out(Q , SA), there is i ≥ 0 for whih M , {Λ[i ]} |= ψand M , {Λ[j ]} |= ϕ for every 0 ≤ j < i ;

M ,Q |= KAϕ i� M , q |= ϕ for every q ∈ img(Q ,∼K
A),

M ,Q |= K̂Aϕ i� M , img(Q ,∼K
A) |= ϕ (where K̂ = C,E,Dand K = C ,E ,D , respetively).

3.2 Expressing Agents’ Strategic Abilities
M , q |= Ka〈〈a〉〉ϕ expresses the fat that a has a singlestrategy that enfores ϕ from all states indisernible from

q , instead of stating that ϕ an be ahieved from everysuh state separately. Note that the latter property is verymuh in the spirit of standard epistemi logi, and indeedan be aptured with the standard knowledge operator (via
Ka〈〈a〉〉ϕ). More generally, the �rst kind of formulae refersto having a strategy �de re� (i.e. having a suessful strategyand knowing the strategy), while the latter refers to havinga strategy �de dito� (i.e. only knowing that some suess-ful strategy is available; f. [5℄). Note also that the prop-erty of having a winning strategy for the urrent state (butnot neessarily even knowing about it) is simply expressedwith 〈〈a〉〉ϕ. Capturing di�erent ability levels of oalitionsis analogous, with various �epistemi modes� of olletivereognizing the right strategy.Theorem 1. Let ϕ be a formula of atlir , atol or �Fea-sible atel�, and let tr be as follows:

tr(p) = p tr(¬ϕ) = ¬tr(ϕ)
tr(ϕ ∧ ψ) = tr(ϕ) ∧ tr(ψ) tr( fϕ) = ftr(ϕ)

tr(2ϕ) = 2tr(ϕ) tr(ϕU ψ) = tr(ϕ)U tr(ψ)

tr(〈〈A〉〉irϕ) = EA〈〈A〉〉ϕ tr(〈〈A〉〉K(Γ)ϕ) = K̂Γ〈〈A〉〉ϕ

tr(〈〈A〉〉f ϕ) = 〈〈A〉〉ϕ tr(〈〈A〉〉fKϕ) = K̂A〈〈A〉〉ϕ

tr(〈〈A〉〉fKb
ϕ) = Kb〈〈A〉〉ϕ tr(〈〈A〉〉fMb

ϕ) = ¬Kb¬〈〈A〉〉ϕ

tr(KAϕ) = KAtr(ϕ)where K = C ,E ,D and K̂ = C,E,D, respetively. Then:
M , q |= ϕ iff M , q |= tr(ϕ).Remark 2. The new language is stritly more expressivethan atlir , atol et.: for example, formula EAEA〈〈A〉〉ϕannot be expressed in any of the former logis.

3.3 Model CheckingWe de�ne general model heking as the problem that askswhether formula ϕ holds in model M and set of states Q .Let mctl(ϕ,M ) be a tl model heker that returns the setof all states that satisfy ϕ in M . Below, we sketh algorithm
mcheck(ϕ,M ,Q) that returns �yes� if M ,Q |= ϕ and �no�otherwise, running in nondeterministi polynomial time.

• Cases ϕ ≡ p, ϕ ≡ ¬ψ,ϕ ≡∼ψ,ϕ ≡ ψ1 ∧ ψ2, ϕ ≡ KAψ:straightforward (proeed as usually).
• Case ϕ ≡ K̂Aψ: return mcheck(ψ,M , img(Q ,∼K

A)).
• Case ϕ ≡ 〈〈A〉〉 fψ: run mcheck(ψ,M , q) for every q ∈

St , and label the states in whih the answer was �yes�1By Λ[i ], we denote the ith position on Λ (starting from 0).

with a new proposition p. Then, guess the strategyof A, and �trim� model M by removing all the transi-tions inonsistent with the strategy (yielding a sparsermodel M ′). Return �yes� i� Q ⊆ mctl(A fp,M ). [Forother temporal operators: analogous.℄Note that all the relevant strategies an be guessed be-forehand, as a single omplex (but still polynomial) witness(f. [4℄), whih gives us the following result:Theorem 3. General model heking for our logi is NP-omplete in the size of the model and the formula.
4. CONCLUSIONSIn this paper, we propose a non-standard semantis forthe modal logi of strategi ability under inomplete infor-mation, in whih formulae are interpreted over sets of statesrather than single states. Moreover, we introdue new epis-temi operators for �onstrutive� knowledge. It turns outthat, in this new semantis, simple ooperation modalities
〈〈A〉〉 an be ombined with �onstrutive� epistemi opera-tors into su�iently expressive formulae. Indeed, the newlogi is stritly more expressive than most existing atl ver-sions for inomplete information, while it retains the samemodel heking omplexity as the least ostly of them. Thephilosophial dimension of onstrutive knowledge is alsonatural: the onstrutive knowledge operators apture thenotion of knowing �de re�, while the standard epistemi op-erators refer to knowing �de dito�. We believe that we have�nally obtained a satisfying logi of agents' strategies underunertainty, and at the same time ame up with novel, mean-ingful epistemi operators that apture important propertiesof the interation between knowledge, ation and ability.
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